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Swiss cinema replaces seats with double beds (10)
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: The kids' cinema sign.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: IMAX cinema.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: The food vendors.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: The bar.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: The kids' cinema.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: The VIP lounge with sofas.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: The VIP room with double beds.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: The VIP room with double beds.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: The IMAX screen.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Perhaps they are screening The Big Sleep.   A Swiss cinema has unveiled this cinema with double beds instead of traditional seats.  The VIP room at Cinema Pathe in the municipality of Spreitenbach features 11 beds with adjustable electronic headrests, grey and beige sheets, pillows, and bedside tables.  Slippers and wine glasses are also available for guests.  And the price of a ticket includes complimentary drinks and snacks.  The cinema, near the Swiss-German border, opened the VIP room earlier this month.   The sheets are reportedly changed between screenings.   The cinema also has a theatre with double and single sofas, an IMAX screen and a special kids' screening room with a ball pit, beanbags and a slide.   Venanzio Di Bacco, CEO of Pathe Switzerland, said: "The offer is unique in Switzerland. "But we tested the concept abroad and had no problems so far."  A ticket costs 49 Swiss francs (approx ?L37 GBP / $48 USD).  "We want to offer both existing and new customers something innovative," added Di Bacco.  The venue also offers gourmet hotdogs, Breton cr??pes, Belgian waffles and candyfloss.  Please credit Courtesy of Pathe Spreitenbach / MEGA   Editorial use only.  15 May 2019  Pictured: The VIP lounge with sofas.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Pathe/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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